Introducing, observing, and manipulating individual impurities coupled to a host material offers the opportunity to create new device concepts based on single spin and charge states. Because of potential applications in spintronics and magneto-electrics, such an approach would be particularly useful for topological insulators (TI), a recently discovered material class hosting spin-momentumlocked surface states. To make them useful for new technologies, a robust control of their interaction with external perturbations is required. However, traditional approaches such as metal electrodes or doping proved to be problematic and resulted in strong mesoscopic fluctuations making the spin-momentum locking ill-defined. Here, we demonstrate the effective gating of TIs by coupling molecules to their surface which, by using electric fields, allow to dynamically control the interface charge state by adding or removing single electrons. This process creates a robust transconductance bistability resembling a single-electron transistor. Our findings make hybrid molecule/TI interfaces functional elements while at the same time pushing miniaturization at its ultimate limit. This opens a new avenue for all electric-controlled spintronic devices based on these fascinating materials.
In the semiconductor industry, the presence of impurities is traditionally considered a limiting factor degrading device performance through the creation of disorder, especially given the ongoing trend towards device miniaturization [1] . Recently, the effects of single dopants were observed in commercial devices [2] , severely constraining reproducibility. However, the dramatically improved control of matter at the nanoscale also provided the idea to address single impurities individually [3, 4] . Within this framework, impurities are no longer considered a problem but as an opportunity to push miniaturization to its ultimate level while at the same time creating plenty of room to realize new device concepts, such as single-dopant transistors [5] or single-spin solid-state quantum computers [6] .
In this context, the recently discovered topological insulators (TI) represent a promising new class of materials. TIs are insulating in the bulk but conductive on their surface, where they host linearly dispersing Dirac fermions protected by time-reversal symmetry [7, 8] . Strong spin-orbit coupling perpendicularly locks the spin to the momentum, resulting in a chiral spin texture which forbids backscattering [9] . All these properties make TIs highly attractive for spintronics, magneto-electrics, and quantum computing [10] . Up to now, however, the controlled gating of topological states, which is required to tune both the spin-texture and the conductance, has proved problematic [11] . In particular, interfacing TIs with external perturbations using traditional approaches such as metal electrodes or dopants resulted in the undesired creation of strong mesoscopic fluctuations which make the spin-momentum locking ill-defined over length scales of few nanometers [12, 13] .
More recently, it has been demonstrated that all these limitations can be overcome at once by using molecules as building blocks [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Molecules have already been successfully used in the past to create hybrid heterostructures with functionalities going beyond those of their constituents [20, 21] . Especially phthalocyanines (Pc) have been recently reported to host several unconventional properties [22] [23] [24] . In this case, self-assembly processes driven by inherent interactions have been identified as a versatile way to engineer highly homogeneous potential landscapes interfaced with topological states. Here, we demonstrate that the charge state of molecules coupled to TIs can be dynamically switched by using local electric fields. This leads to a transconductance bistability which can be effectively described by a double barrier quantum capacitance (DBQC) effect [25] . By spatially mapping the response of the hybrid molecule/TI interface to the charging/discharging process as a function of the applied voltage, a strongly conducting ring of progressively larger diameter develops around each molecule once the ionization threshold is reached, signaling the presence of strong Coulomb repulsions which are only weakly screened by the 2D topological electron gas. Overall, this process results in the gating of the topological insulator surface, which can thus be reproducibly controlled and closely resembles the voltage-current characteristic of a single-electron transistor (SET) device [26] . As signaled by a step-like feature in the I(V ) curve, its onset is accompanied by a sudden increase of the tunneling current, suggesting that the molecule/TI interface switches to a different state. Within a single impurity picture, these observations can be effectively explained as an electric field-driven reversible ionization process, similar to earlier findings around dopants In contrast, the sharp features at about −1.8 V are caused by an electric field-driven molecular ionization process. b Current set-point-dependent dI/dV spectra measured at the peak position.
Note, that curves are vertically shifted for better visibility. c Plots of the tunneling current dependent position of the ionization threshold and d z 2 orbitals, respectively. Stabilization parameters
buried into conventional semiconductors [27, 28] or molecules coupled to insulating substrates [24, 29] . However, TIs are fundamentally different with respect to these systems since they host on the surface a 2D electron gas which is generally expected to effectively screen electric fields. Our measurements, in line with previous observations on the surface energy level alignment [30] and the charge states of bulk dopants [31] , clearly demonstrates this not being the case. Indeed, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 3a , the electric field partially penetrates into the TI, bending its band structure creating a quantum well at the surface (see Supplementary Information) . Note that the weak screening of topological states as revealed in our experiments has far reaching implications. It proves that topological states do not behave as a simple metal and imply the existence of an upper limit to their transport properties.
The creation of hybrid molecule-TI interfaces has several advantages, namely: (i) the high degree of charge localization of molecules results in an electronic occupation which can change only by integer numbers, creating a well-defined sequence of discrete states generated by strong Coulomb repulsions, (ii) molecules can be placed onto TI surfaces without perturbing their topological states by scattering [14] , (iii) contrary to conventional doping, their hybridization with the host is reduced, thus preserving their functionality and (iv) their distribution can be precisely controlled through self-assembly processes [16] . Fig. 1d ). The hybrid interface resonance state (IS) is energetically located at about +0.3 eV, i.e. in the empty states. As a small negative tip-sample bias voltage is applied (Fig. 3c ) the electric field partially penetrates into the TI surface and further bends its valence and conduction band edges down. Electrostatically, this is equivalent to two capacitors connected in series: within this picture one capacitor would represent the tip and the 2D topological electron gas on either side of the vacuum barrier, the other one the quantum well at the TI surface. The voltage partition across the tip-molecule-TI junction is simply defined by the ratio of the respective capacitances (see Supplementary Information). Since the IS is locked to the TI band structure it also shifts downwards, but it still remains above the Fermi level of the TI.
At a certain threshold voltage the band bending is so strong that the IS crosses the Fermi level of the TI and occupation becomes energetically favorable. This situation is sketched in Fig. 3d . The additional electron at the interface creates a repulsive potential which pushes up the surface band structure acting against the band bending (see below).
This increases the density of states available for electron tunneling at the surface, an effect considered to be particularly important in situations when the tip is away from the molecule and direct tunneling through the conduction channel involving the IS becomes insignificant.
Overall, these effects result in the observed step-like increase of the current-voltage relation (cf. Fig. 2a ) which creates a bistability that can be robustly controlled.
Interestingly, we found that when the tip is displaced laterally from the central Mn atom, its electric field can still effectively gate the surface and ionize the molecule. Obviously, the additional, highly localized charge that results from the molecule ionization process cannot be effectively screened by the topological states. As a result the TI is gated, 7 making such an approach a suitable way to manipulate macroscopic transport properties. Overall, the voltage-current relation resembles the transport characteristic of a SET [26] , where a gate voltage V g allows to select the discrete number of occupied states determining the current flowing between two terminals, i.e. source and drain, once a voltage V sd is applied.
In the present case, the bias applied through the tunneling junction correspond to V sd , while the tip position mimics a gate potential V g which allows-through capacitive coupling-to regulate the voltage drop at the molecule/TI interface [32, 33] . The discrete characteristic is schematically illustrated in Fig. 4c , where differently shaded areas correspond to distinct transconductance states that are separated by Coulomb blockade.
In order to quantify the extension and the strength of the gating potential created by the additional electron-both important quantities which directly impact macroscopic properties like transport-we further analyzed the steps visible in the tunneling current at the ionization threshold. [2] M. Pierre et al., Single-donor ionization energies in a nanoscale CMOS channel. Nature Nan-
